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[A late-day M-W-F bulletin from the SCS Dean’s Office]

AROUND CMU & SCS
— Wednesday, November 11, 10:30 a.m.: Open Access & the Library of the 21st Century: A Discussion of Open Access Initiatives
and Practices at CMU presents a brief history of open access at CMU followed by a discussion with faculty and graduate student
authors. Cole Gleason, Ph.D. student in the HCII and Iain Cruickshank, research scientist in ISR will participate in the panel
discussion.Learn more and register here.

— Wednesday, November 11: You may recall receiving an invitation to next Wednesday’s University Celebration of Career
Development Chairs. SCS will host a virtual pre-reception at 4 p.m. to recognize two of the 13 recipients: our own Geoff Kaufman and
Haiyi Zhu. We’ll hear from Geoff and Haiyi, along with Jodi Forlizzi and Jason Hong, on the founding of these two new chairs which
honor Bob Kraut and Dan Siewiorek. Please join us for the pre-reception.

— Thanks to everyone who has donated to the 27th Annual CMU Food Drive. Nearly $40,000 has been raised so far and there are
still 11 days in this year’s drive. If you haven’t made a gift and would like to, consider adding to one of these three SCS
teams: CSD, SCS Dean's Office, or Team ISR. Other departments or groups can create their own teams here. If you have questions,
contactKatie Coan or Laura Everhart.

FRIDAY FUN
— SCS@home Episode 17 spends more time with SCS students in different locations, continuing to ask the questions that need to be
answered.

Until Monday,
---- Martial

SCS NEWS  |  SCS EVENTS

All of us share A Tartan’s Responsibility and as members of the CMU community we must do our part to prevent the spread of
COVID-19. If you plan to come to campus, you must complete the CMU Self-Assessment Survey. Even if you’re not coming to
campus, CMU Community Health & Well-Being strongly encourages daily completion of the survey.

REMEMBER YOUR RESOURCES
CMU Coronavirus Updates & Information and FAQ  |  CMU Health Services, 412-268-2157
SCS Alerts & Resources  |  For Students   |  For Staff  |  For Faculty  |  For Researchers
Connect with a Dean’s Advisory Committee if you have questions or concerns you want to share.
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